In designing there are various ways to approach object design, one of them is to approach it with the theme, as for the theme selected is a Plate. And objects using the engineering approach is Tourist Center Culinary of Sidoarjo. Culinary tourism is a place that accommodates a whole range of culinary activities as well as accommodate the STREET VENDORS in Sidoarjo in one culinary area. As for the theme of the design approach in these objects apply to use the metaphor of Intangible and Tangible approach. The issues that are in select virtue of the theme of this plate will was manifest through the form of tourism and spatial planning outside the area. A building form will take the character of a plate arranged in the vertical so it having the nature of flexible. At the outer chamber will use the character of a plate as a cereal offering, where outdoor space will be designed with the primary purpose to provide an interesting dish by manipulating positive outdoor space as an area that visitors can enjoy culinary areas.
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